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<    > - Indicates a button to press
(     ) - Indicates the LCD display

<MENU> is also the “Confirm / Yes” button
<EXIT> is the “Cancel / Done” button

AMATUER HAM RADIO SETUP.

1. Ensure the radio is setup for Wide Band operation.
<MENU> <8> (WN) <MENU> <UP> (WIDE) <MENU> <EXIT>

2. Switch the radio to Frequency Mode if needed
<MENU> <TDR>

3. Enter the RX frequency (Repeater output)

4. Enter offset if required
<MENU> <UP> (23) (OFFSET) <MENU>
<0><0><6><0><0>  <MENU> for VHF 
<0><5><0><0><0> <MENU>  for UHF 

5. Enter direction if required +/-
<MENU> <UP> (24) (SFT-D) <MENU>
Select the direction with <UP> <MENU> <EXIT>

6. Enter the repeater tone if required
<MENU> <UP> (16) (T-CTC) <MENU>
<UP> to select tone <MENU> <EXIT>

Frequency can only be saved to a free memory channel.

7. <MENU> <UP> (26) MEM-CH <MENU>
<UP> to select memory slot. If “CH” is displayed before the channel number it is 

already in use. 
<MENU> to save into an un-used memory slot.



To Delete un-needed memory slots.

8. <MENU> <UP> (27) (DEL-CH) <MENU>
<UP> to select channel to delete <MENU> <EXIT>

9. <MENU> <TDR> to switch between VFO and Memory modes (Frequency / Channel)

Operating the FM Radio.

<Side Key 1>

1. Tune to desired frequency, or key in on keypad. Eg. 101.100Mhz is entered as 
<1><0><1><1> to enter 95.3Mhz enter <9><5><3>
2. <MENU> (SAVE?) Enter a slot from 1-9
3. To recall a ferquency previously saved <TDR> (LOAD?) Enter the slot from 1-9 on 
keypad.
4. The FM tuner memory has 2 banks of 9 slots. To enter the second slot press <#> to 
cycle between (TEAM 1) and (TEAM 2)

Full programming owners manual, including end user Windows PC programming 
software can be downloaded from www.wouxun.com


